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OODWOOD’s General

Manager Alex Eade

presented Mark with the

Dick Hern Trophy for being top trainer

of the season at the Sussex course.

It is the third time he has won the

Rolls-Royce/Dick Hern Memorial

Award for the handler who sends out

the most winners at the track. The

victory by Teofonic on October 15

clinched the award, which follows

Mark’s winning of the title of Leading

Trainer at Glorious Goodwood this

year for the 11th time.

There is little doubt that the

relationship between Goodwood

Racecourse and Mark Johnston is a

very special one. Since Bobby Elliott

steered The Can Can Man to a front

running win in a seven-furlong

handicap on May 23, 1991, to become

Mark’s first winner at the course,

Goodwood has played host to some of

Mark’s finest achievements and some

of our horses’ most thrilling

performances. 

First and foremost, Mark has

enjoyed an incredible record of

success at Glorious Goodwood or, as it

is now officially known, the Qatar

Goodwood Festival. This year’s

meeting saw Mark emerge with four

winners from that wet and windy

week, taking his career tally of

Festival wins to 74, easing him past

Richard Hannon, Senior, and Sir

Henry Cecil, both of whom amassed

73 wins, in the all-time Festival

standings.

Challenge

Double Trigger remains the only

horse in history to win the Goodwood

Cup three times, and few of those who

saw it will ever forget the 1995

renewal when the great horse held off

the challenge of his full brother,

Double Eclipse, by a neck, the pair

four lengths clear of the remainder of

the field. 

In all, MJR has landed the Cup five

times, with Royal Rebel and Darasim

adding to Trigger’s hat-trick. Bandari’s
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Top Goodwood prize for Mark
seven-length win in the 2002 Gordon

Stakes, Sharp Play’s desperate lunge to

success on the inner in 2000, and

Darryll Holland’s masterful ride on

Knavesmire Omen in the Goodwood

Stakes in 2003 are just some of the

other memories which readily spring

to mind when one thinks of

Goodwood, and in recent seasons

Yalta’s course-record setting win from

The Last Lion in the Molecomb was a

particular highlight.

The Rolls-Royce/Dick Hern

Memorial Award was introduced in

2002 to honour the trainer with the

most Goodwood winners over the

season. Mark tied with David Elsworth

as leading trainer at Goodwood in

2001, when each sent out seven

winners. 

Despite the fact that the course is at

the opposite end of the country from

Mark’s Middleham base, he won the

award outright in 2012, with 12 wins.

This year Mark scooped the prize

again, this time with eight wins, two

more than any other handler.
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Two new Kingsley Park 
partnerships launched
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NEW

Join our record-breaking team!

For full details, contact the MJR team 
by phone on 01969 622237 

or by E-mail at partners@markjohnstonracing.com
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